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26x4 genoa cars
High resistance silver anodized light alloy extrusion.
Max length = 3 m    Weight = 0.5 kg/m
Fasteners = 5 mm screws    Hole spacing = 50 mm

“T” TRACK 26x4

SIMPLE END FITTING
Plastic made, fastened with one 5 mm screw.

A forward end fitting with one or two sheaves for the
slider control is available.
Hard black anodized aluminium base and resin sheave 
with side ball bearings.
Fasteners = 2 x Ø6 mm screws

END FITTING WITH ONE SHEAVE

END FITTING WITH TWO SHEAVES

A 6 mm shackle is fitted on the hard black
anodized slider. AISI 316 s. steel stop pin
and nylon sliding inserts.
Weight = 0.21 kg    SWL = 800 kg

SIMPLE SLIDER

Hard black anodized with A316 stop pin and nylon sliding 
inserts.
The sheave structure, made in AISI 316 s. steel, turns 
left and right (±50°).
Resin sheave with 2 side ball bearings, wide section for 
two sheets.
Weight = 0.35 kg    SWL = 800 kg

GENOA CAR 26x4

A 50 mm block with spring is fitted on the aluminium 
slider. Also this model is supplied with the stop pin.
Weight = 0.25 kg    SWL = 500 kg

GENOA CAR 26x4

For boats up to 33 ft 

For boats up to 30 ft 
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CAR CONTROL

To regulate the car position, tackles with 2:1 
and 3:1 purchase can be produced. A special 
end fitting with 1 or 2 sheaves can be mounted 
on the track with one block connected to the 
car.

CAR CONTROL 2:1

CAR CONTROL 3:1

CAR CONTROL 3:1

RACE GENOA CAR

On an aluminium car a sheet block (Dynablock, 
see p. 90) is tied with a Dyneema line, weight 
0.26 kg, SWL=600 kg. 
There is a block with becket on the car and 
an end-fitting with a double block for a 3:1 car 
control. No stop-pin for this solution. 

For the car control, mini blocks have been 
used (see page 48). Mini Blocks have a 34 
mm sheave and are suitable for a 6 mm line. 
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32x6 genoa cars
“T” TRACK 32x6 with 100 mm holes-spacing

High resistance silver anodized light alloy extrusion. 
Rounded upper edges, larger base with a seat for the 
silicone. Hard black anodization is also available on request 
(add /B to the model number).
Hole spacing: 100 mm or, for a more accurate positioning, 
50 mm. Fasteners: 6 mm screws      Weight: 0.8 kg/m
Max length: 6 m

“T” TRACK 32x6 with 50 mm holes-spacing

mod. 691.241/AL - silver anodized alu
mod. 691.241/B - black anodized alu
mod. 691.241/S - AISI 316 s. steel

END FITTING, made in plastic, or:

Hard black anodized aluminium slider with low-friction 
nylon sliding inserts. The revolving upper structure 
(±50°) is made of AISI 316 s.steel. The resin sheave is 
fitted with 2 side ball bearing, wide section for double 
sheet. AISI 316 s.steel pin with a lock-up position. Becket 
for remote control line.
Weight = 0.86 kg    SWL = 2800 kg

GENOA CAR 32x6

For 32x6 “T” track, as the above 
model, but with smaller sizes.
Weight = 0.40 kg
SWL = 800 kg

GENOA CAR 32x6
For boats up to 44 ft 

For boats up to 38 ft 
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SIMPLE SLIDER
A 10 mm shackle is fitted on the 
aluminium slider. Also this model is 
supplied with the stop pin.
Weight = 0.45 kg     SWL = 2200 kg

CAR CONTROL

To regulate the car position, tackles with 2:1 
and 3:1 purchase can be produced. A special 
end fitting with 1 or 2 sheaves can be mounted 
on the track and one block connected to the 
car.

50 mm block connected to the car.

Black aluminium end fitting with two 50 mm sheave.

Black aluminium end fitting with one 50 mm sheave.

50 mm block with becket connected to the car.

CAR CONTROL 2:1

CAR CONTROL 3:1
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40x8 genoa cars
“T” TRACK 40x8 with 100 mm holes-spacing

High resistance silver anodized light alloy extrusion. 
Rounded upper edges, larger base with a seat for the 
silicone. Hard black anodization is also available on request 
(add /B to the mod. number).
Hole spacing: 100 mm or, for a more accurate positioning, 
50 mm.
Fasteners: 8 mm screws      Weight: 1.3 kg/m
Max length: 6 m

“T” TRACK 40x8 with 50 mm holes-spacing

mod. 691.341/AL - silver anodized alu
mod. 691.341/B - black anodized alu
mod. 691.341/S - AISI 316 s. steel

END FITTING, made in plastic, or:

GENOA CAR 40x8

GENOA CAR 40x8 MAXI

Hard black anodized aluminium slider with low-friction 
nylon sliding inserts. The revolving upper structure 
(±50°) is made of AISI 316 s.steel. The aluminium 
sheave is fitted with one main Composite Fibre bearing 
and 2 side ball bearing, wide section for double sheet. 
AISI 316 s.steel pin with a lock-up position. Becket for 
remote control line.
Weight = 1.50 kg    SWL = 3800 kg

DOUBLE STOP PIN

SINGLE STOP PIN

For the double stop pin with alu slider the 50 mm hole 
spacing track (mod. 602.213) is necessary.

The maxi slider, for boats up to 60 ft,
runs on HS fibre sliding inserts on
40x8 “T” track (mod. 602.213).
Weight = 1.94 kg
SWL = 4800 kg

For boats up to 60 ft 

For boats up to 52 ft 
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SIMPLE SLIDER

A 12 mm shackle is fitted on the 
aluminium slider. Also this model is 
supplied with the stop pin.
Weight = 0.79 kg    SWL = 3300 kg

CAR CONTROL

To regulate the car position, tackles with 2:1 
and 3:1 purchase can be produced. A special 
end fitting with 1 or 2 sheaves can be mounted 
on the track and one block connected to the 
car.

CAR CONTROL 2:1

CAR CONTROL 3:1

50 mm block connected to the car.

Black aluminium end fitting with two 50 mm sheave.

Black aluminium end fitting with one 50 mm sheave.

50 mm block with becket connected to the car.
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623.120/AL 120 330 5000 3.10

623.150/AL 150 330 6500 4.25

623.180/AL 180 375 9000 6.20

Mod. 623.180/S

Mod. 691.722/AL

Mod. 691.722/S

Mod. 623.180/AL

Mod. 623.150/AL

Mod. 623.120/AL
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double 40x8 genoa cars
DOUBLE 40x8 GENOA CARS 
SHEAVES 120, 150, 180 mm

The double 40x8 genoa cars are made for 
maxi yachts (larger than 60 ft), they run on 
40x8 T-track (see page 98).
Two hard black anodized aluminium sliders (add 
/AL after the model number) or two polished 
s.steel sliders (add /S after the model number) 
running on nylon guides are connected with a 
revolving (±50°) link structure.
The sheave, with a wide sections for a double 
sheet, is fitted with a main Composite Fibre 
bearing and two side self-captive ball bearings.

STOP-PIN

A special double stop pin is 
available to lock the car in  
position on the track:

mod. 691.722/AL - hard black anodized alu
mod. 691.722/S - polished  s.steel

With the double stop pin the 50 mm hole 
spacing track (mod. 602.213) is necessary.

MODEL WEIGHT
kg

All the above double cars are available with 
stainless steel sliders.
The double stop pin and the T-track are also 
available in s.steel.
Substitute /S for /AL in the model number.


